1. Monitoring compliance with the 3G rule

Please refer to FAQ chapter 1 for questions concerning vaccination, recovery and testing.

1.1 Is there any way to centrally check 3G status by an impartial person?
No. The supervisor, or a person authorised by them, is responsible for the welfare of their department, therefore they must ensure that staff are monitored in this respect.

1.2 How can I check the 3G status of my staff?
Staff are obliged to present proof to their supervisor or an authorised person. The person monitoring shall not directly enquire about vaccination status; one of the three options will be requested. Proof may be provided in the form of

- the vaccination certificate including proof of vaccination,
- the valid QR code in the Corona-Warn-App or the CovPass app,
- a document issued by the local health office confirming recovery or
• a negative test conducted professionally
Proof must be documented (see 1.10).

1.3 Can a supervisor delegate 3G monitoring – in particular regarding self-tests in the presence of a supervisor?
Self-tests conducted in the presence of the supervisor are not permitted. Members of staff, who are required to be tested, must present a test issued by a testing centre, a family doctor or the testing station located in the main university building (Welfenschloss, lower ground floor). The supervisor is responsible for checking the document. If agreed, the supervisor may delegate monitoring duties to subordinate members of staff in leadership positions (e.g. head of a sub-department). Colleagues are not permitted to monitor each other.

1.4 Does 3G always have to be checked in person or can this occur on screen?
Proof of vaccination or recovery can also be check via video chat. Solely the video platform Jitsi may be used for this. Proof may not be recorded, photographed, copied or sent.
Ensure that any QR codes that are presented are genuine. Genuine QR codes display further information when clicked on and should not be a photo.

1.5 How can a supervisor verify the authenticity of digital proof of vaccination?
Digital proof must be provided via the CovPass app or the Corona-Warn-App. Ensure that any QR codes that are presented are genuine. Genuine QR codes display further information when clicked on and should not be a photo.
If necessary, authenticity can be verified via the CovPassCheck app.

1.6 Is the supervisor liable if presented with a forged document?
The person in violation of the regulations shall be held responsible, not the supervisor.

1.7 Can the test be repeated in the presence of a supervisor or must the person be promptly reported?
Self-tests conducted in the presence of the supervisor are not permitted. A test can be conducted in the testing facility in the main university building (Welfenschloss, lower ground floor). In the event that the person refuses to be tested: Members of staff refusing to provide proof of vaccination, recovery or testing and unwilling to be tested must leave LUH buildings. The Personnel and Legal Department will be notified and decide whether penalising measures under employment law will be instituted.

1.8 Who should the person be reported to?
The respective member of staff in the Personnel and Legal Department must be notified.

1.9 Must proof of vaccination be presented even if members of staff have assured me that they are vaccinated?
Yes.

1.10 Within the scope of 3G monitoring, I will receive information concerning 3G status. Can/must this information be documented (who is vaccinated, recovered and vaccinated and/or tested)?
The employer must check and document 3G status. The supervisor must document vaccinated and recovered employees once. In order to minimise the amount of data collected, this shall only include the first
name and surname of the person as well as the date that 3G status was checked. When documenting proof of recovery, the date of expiry must also be recorded.

Staff that are neither vaccinated nor recovered must be checked every time prior to entering the workplace at LUH. The supervisor must keep written records of monitoring. Only the first name and surname of the person as well as the date that they were checked must be documented.

Whether digitally or in paper form, the supervisor must protect the documented information against any form of access by unauthorised persons (e.g. encrypted Excel table). Data collected for this purpose must be erased once this occupational health and safety regulation no longer applies or six month after collection of the data at the latest.

1.11 Must external companies comply with 3G rules?
Yes. External companies must be informed of the 3G rules at LUH and their compliance.

2. Office organisation and occupation

Please also refer to FAQ chapter 4.

2.1 Is it necessary or a general requirement to measure CO₂ levels for multiple occupancy of offices? Or is it sufficient to calculate this independently if the room complies with the dimensions determined in the university's guidelines on ventilation?
Independent calculation is sufficient. In the event of uncertainty, please consult the Occupational Safety Department.

2.2 Will measurement be conducted by the Occupational Safety Department or should this be carried out by the supervisor?
Measurement should be conducted independently and can be delegated. In the event of uncertainty, please consult the Occupational Safety Department.

2.3 Will the university provide CO₂ measuring devices that can be borrowed?
The administrative departments, institutes and faculties will obtain or supply CO₂ indicators.

2.4 Are persons permitted to work in a room where the minimum distance of 1.5 m cannot be maintained if masks are worn for the entire duration and the guidelines for ventilation are observed?
Yes. The following link provides information on how long FFP2 masks can be worn: [https://www.baua.de/DE/Themen/Arbeitgestaltung-im-Betrieb/Coronavirus/FAQ/PSA-FAQ-24.html](https://www.baua.de/DE/Themen/Arbeitgestaltung-im-Betrieb/Coronavirus/FAQ/PSA-FAQ-24.html)

2.5 How can I support members of staff that are particularly concerned and anxious?
First of all, it is important to take their concerns seriously and talk to the member of staff in question. This may already ease concerns and/or it may be possible to find solutions – for example, at an organisational level.
If in doubt, the member of staff may additionally be made aware of support services available at the university, such as psychological counselling (ptb) or the Occupational Health Officer.
2.6 If a corona infection is determined: can the person concerned be named within the department to enable any close contacts to be tested?

No, this is not possible due to data protection regulations. However, additional measures should be implemented. See FAQ chapters 1 and 2.